Which towed vehicle braking system is right for you?
Towing and Suspension Solutions

InvisiBrake®

Even Brake®

BrakeMaster™

Quick
description

Zip. Zero. Zilch. Nothing. Nada. Nil.
That’s what you have to do to connect
and disconnect InvisiBrake. There’s nothing to take in and out of your towed vehicle and there’s nothing to push, pull, set,
adjust, activate or deactivate.
What could be easier than nothing at
all?

Even Brake is the ultimate portable, proportional towed vehicle braking system.
It automatically increases or decreases
braking pressure in direct proportion to
the motorhome.
If you tow multiple vehicles or trade in
your towed vehicle every few years, Even
Brake is the ideal choice.

BrakeMaster is the best system for motorhomes with air brakes.
It connects directly to the motorhome’s
air braking system and brakes the towed
vehicle in direct response — for as long
as the motorhome brakes, and with the
same intensity.

Braking method

Preset
When you apply braking force, so does
InvisiBrake — up to the preset level.
Braking pressure is easily adjustable to
accommodate a wide range of vehicles
and personal braking preferences.

Proportional
Brakes the towed vehicle at the same
time and intensity as the motorhome.

Proportional
Brakes the towed vehicle at the same
time and intensity as the motorhome.

Activated by

Motorhome brake signal
Connects to tow package wiring; activates only when motorhome brake lights
illuminate — no false braking. Also works
on motorhomes with exhaust brakes.

Motorhome deceleration
A microprocessor senses the motorhome’s deceleration and signals a magnetic valve to release a proportional
amount of air pressure against the brake
pedal.

Motorhome brake pressure
Connects to the motorhome’s air brake
system — brake pressure in the motorhome controls the brakes in the towed
vehicle; whenever you brake the motorhome, the same amount of braking is applied to the towed vehicle’s brakes.

System
communications

Two-tiered monitor
A dash light indicates braking activity;
an audio alert at the motorhome indicates extended braking.

Three-tiered monitor
Continuously monitors system status;
reports braking activity and 16 other system conditions via LED, LCD text, audio.

Two-tiered monitor
A dash light indicates braking activity;
an audio alert at the motorhome indicates extended braking.

Towed vehicle
protection modes

Automatically releases brakes if they’ve
been on for too long; sends audible alert
if brakes do not disengage. Constantly
charges the towed vehicle battery while
towing (will not drain battery). Includes
an emergency break away system.

Visible and audible alerts warn if the
brakes have been on for too long or if the
towed vehicle’s battery is low. Maximum
brake pressure override for panic stop.
Includes an emergency break away system.

Dash monitor provides a visual indicator of braking activity. Includes an emergency break away system.

Set up method

No set up required. Nothing to turn on,
nothing to forget. Hidden installation on
most vehicles.

Position Even Brake in the towed vehicle, connect to the brake pedal, plug in
wires.

Connect air cylinder to brake pedal; pin
to floor or seat adaptor; quick connect
the air line.
* BrakeMaster is also available for
motorhomes with hydraulic brakes.

